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Abstract
Stable models of untyped -calculus have been introduced by Berry (Proceedings of ICALP,
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 62, Springer, Berlin, 1978, pp. 72–89) as a re8ne-
ment of the continuous framework de8ned by Scott (unpublished manuscript, 1969, 53pp.). In
this paper, we show that even in the stable case we have a fair amount of freedom during the
construction of models. We introduce a uniform method to construct stable models that allows
to obtain non standard models satisfying certain equational restraints. We apply this method in
two particular examples: 8rst, we construct a simple stable model that distinguishes the -terms
Y and >. Second, we construct a family of 2ℵ0 stable models with pairwise distinct theo-
ries. We show that the latter models are sensible using some results of David (Proceedings of
TLCA 1999, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 1581, Springer, Berlin, 1999) and Kerth
(J. Symbolic Logic 63 (1998) 1529–1548). c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The -calculus was introduced by A. Church as a syntactic system that allows to
describe functions in an abstract way; the syntactic objects that de8ne them are the
so called -terms. He showed that, e.g. the recursive functions may be represented
as -terms. However, it was not clear what semantic kind of function corresponds to
those -terms.
In 1969, Scott [20] introduced certain mathematical structures that allow to associate
to any -term a (mathematical) function, thus interpreting the syntactic object with
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a semantic entity. These structures are the so-called continuous models of untyped
-calculus. Scott’s idea was to construct a complete partial order (cpo) D in such a
way that a certain subspace S of the space DD of all functions from D to D may be
embedded into D. For cardinality reasons one may not choose the entire space DD for
S in this context. In order to single out the “good” functions, Scott de8ned a topology
on D and considered the space S = [D→D] of continuous functions from D to D.
It is immediate from Scott’s construction that there is a great variety of continuous
models. It appeared that diLerent models may associate quite diLerent continuous func-
tions to a given -term. For example, it is possible to construct a continuous model that
interprets the well-known unsolvable -term  = (x:(x)x) x:(x)x with the constant
function x → ⊥ and another one that interprets  with the identity function [1]. The
second model is fairly counterintuitive since it does not correspond to the situation on
the syntactic level: clearly, the (syntactic) application of  to another -term T does
not yield T but the unsolvable term ()T. In fact, the Genericity Lemma of [3] states
that unsolvable terms (as syntactic entities) do not possess any applicative behaviour
at all.
The intuitive reason for the existence of such counterintuitive models lies in the
fact that there are “too many” continuous functions, i.e. functions that are not the
interpretation of a -term. Plotkin [19] pointed out that this diLerence between syntax
and semantic may be seen as the diLerence between sequential and parallel functions:
the syntax is sequential in nature whereas the semantic space contains parallel functions
like the “parallel or” that cannot be the interpretation of a -term.
In order to minimize this diLerence, Berry [4] has introduced another notion of
model. Instead of Scott domains he used the stronger notion of a dI-domain, i.e. a
Scott domain with further properties. Furthermore, he employed the set [D→D]s of
stable functions from D to D instead of the set [D→D] of continuous functions.
A stable model of untyped -calculus is a dI-domain D such that [D→D]s may be
embedded into D.
The stable framework has been developed in order to eliminate some of the contin-
uous functions, for example, the “parallel or” that is not stable. However, it is not true
that stable models are “poorer” than continuous ones; the exact relation between the
continuous and the stable framework is fairly complicated. In fact, as pointed out by
Berry there are still “too many” stable functions. These functions still give us a rather
great freedom during the construction of stable models, even if those constructions are
technically more involved than their continuous counterparts.
In this paper, we introduce a uniform method of construction of stable models. We
begin by recalling in Section 2 some basic de8nitions regarding models of untyped
-calculus. For the sake of completeness we include the general de8nition of a model
of the -calculus, the de8nition of a continuous and of a stable model and 8nally the
de8nition of a binary qualitative domain which is a special type of a stable model. In
the following sections, we only deal with the latter type of model.
In Section 3, we introduce the central notions of this paper: the partial coher-
ence pair and the coherence completion. These two notions will be used through-
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out the remaining sections of the paper for constructing binary qualitative
domains.
As a 8rst application of the two central notions, we give in Section 4 the construction
of a stable model that distinguishes the 8x point operators Y :≡ f:(x:(f)(x)x)x:
(f)(x)x and  :≡ (A)A with A :≡ xy:(y)((x)x)y. Recall that a 8x point operator is
a -term T that maps any -term F to one of the 8x points of F, i.e. T satis8es the
equation (T)F∼= (F)(T)F for all F. The two 8x point operators Y and  have been
introduced by Curry and Turing, respectively; they are syntactically very similar in the
sense that they have the same BNohm trees. For this reason, it is not entirely clear how
to construct a model that distinguishes those two terms semantically.
In Section 5, we give the second application of the two central notions: we con-
struct 2ℵ0 stable models with pairwise diLerent theories. Furthermore, we show that
these models are sensible, i.e. that they equate all unsolvable terms. The proof of the
sensibility requires some results of [5, 13]. The results of Section 5 constitute a se-
mantic proof of a syntactic result of Barendregt et al. [2], showing that there are 2ℵ0
diLerent, sensible -theories.
The emphasis in this paper is not as much on the models constructed but more on the
method of construction, as given in De8nition 3.6. It allows to construct quite diLerent
models in a very uniform way. In [14], the author gave another method of construction
for stable models, an adoption to stable models of the forcing technique introduced by
Baeten and Boerboom [1]. This method allows to construct stable models satisfying
equations like  = I.
2. Basics
We suppose that the reader is familiar with -calculus. We denote by VAR the set
of variables, by  the set of -terms and by 0 the set of closed -terms; the elements
of VAR will be written x, y, z and Ox denotes a vector of elements of VAR; the
elements of  will be written R, S, T. We follow the notation of [15] and write the
application of T to T′ as (T)T′. An expression of the form (T1)T2 : : :T is a shorthand
for (: : : ((T1)T2) : : :)T. We will write T ≡ T( Ox) in order to express that T contains at
most the free variables Ox.
The (one-step) -reduction → is the usual binary relation on . The -equiva-
lence, written ∼=, is the smallest equivalence relation on × containing →. We
do not consider the 	-rule in this paper.
For the sake of completeness we briePy recall a few general de8nition concerning
models of the untyped -calculus. Note that the main part of this paper is focussed
on a particular type of a stable model, namely, binary qualitative domains [6]; their
de8nition is recalled at the end of this section. Thus, the general de8nitions given below
are not essential for understanding the model constructions in the following sections.
However, as one of the referees pointed out they may prove useful for understanding
the context and for relating this paper to similar results in the literature.
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2.1. Models of untyped -calculus
The following de8nition of a model of the untyped -calculus was given in [7, 16]
(cf. also [3, Section 5.3]).
Denition 2.1. (i) An applicative structure is a pair (D; •) such that • be a binary
function • :D × D→D. This function is called the application of the applicative
structure.
(ii) Let (D; •) be an applicative structure. The set ENV(D) of environments in
D is de8ned as the set of functions  :VAR→D.
(iii) Let  :VAR→D be an environment and u ∈ D. The environment (x := u)
is de8ned as
(x := u)(x′) :=
{
(x′) if x′ 	= x;
u if x′ = x:
Denition 2.2. A model of the untyped -calculus is a triplet (D; •; ‖·‖) satisfying the
following properties:
• (D; •) is an applicative structure,
• ‖·‖ : × ENV(D)→D is a function, called the interpretation, such that,
◦ ‖x‖ = (x);
◦ ‖(T)T′‖ = ‖T‖ • ‖T′‖;
◦ ‖x:T‖ • u = ‖T‖(x:=u);
◦  VL(T) = ′ VL(T)⇒‖T‖ = ‖T‖′ ;
(we write ‖T‖ instead of ‖ · ‖(T;)),
• if ∀ ∈ ENV(D)∀u ∈ D : ‖T‖(x:=u) = ‖T′‖(x:=u), then ‖x:T‖ = ‖x:T′‖:
This notion of a model appears in [3, De8nition 5.3.2] under the name of a “syntac-
tical -model” in order to distinguish it from another (equivalent) notion of a model.
Note that the interpretation of a -term in a certain environment only depends on
the value of the free variables in this environment. In particular, the interpretation of
a closed term is independent of the chosen environment.
Denition 2.3. Let D = (D; •; ‖ · ‖) be a model of untyped -calculus and T;T′ ∈ 0.
(i) We write D |= T = T′ iL ‖T‖ = ‖T′‖ in D.
(ii) The theory of D is by de8nition Th(D) := {T = T′ |T;T′ ∈0 and D T = T′}:
(iii) D is sensible iL {T = T′ |T;T′ ∈0 and unsolvable}⊆Th(D).
2.2. Scott domains and continuous functions
Examples of models of untyped -calculus are often constructed as partial orders with
very particular properties, the so called Scott domains. Their de8nition is as follows:
Denition 2.4. Let (D;) be a partial order.
(i) A⊆D is bounded iL ∃v ∈ D ∀u ∈ A : u  v.
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(ii) A⊆D is directed iL A 	= ∅ and ∀u1; u2 ∈ A∃v ∈ A : u1  v ∧ u2  v.
(iii) c ∈ D is compact iL for all directed A, c  sup(A) implies ∃u ∈ A : c  u.
(iv) (D;) is algebraic iL for all u ∈ D,
• the set C(u) := {c  u | c is compact} is directed and
• u = sup(C(u)).
(v) (D;) is a directed complete partial order (a dcpo) iL
• there is a minimal element ⊥ ∈ D and
• all directed subsets of D have a supremum in D.
(vi) A Scott domain is an algebraic dcpo (D;;⊥) such that all bounded subsets of
D have a supremum in D.
Denition 2.5. Let D = (D;;⊥) and D′ = (D′;′;⊥′) be two Scott domains.
(i) A function f : D→D′ is continuous iL for all directed A⊆D,
f(sup(A)) = sup({f(u) | u ∈ A}):
(ii) We denote the set of continuous functions from D to D′ by [D→D′]. This set
is again a partial order when endowed with the extensional order:
f1  f2 iL ∀u ∈ D : f1(u) ′ f2(u):
Note that directed subsets are non empty by de8nition; thus, we do not require
f(⊥)=⊥′ for continuous functions. Clearly, a continuous function is increasing (take
A= {u1; u2} with u1  u2). This notion of continuity corresponds to a certain topology,
namely the Scott topology [20, 21].
Scott domains may be used to de8ne continuous models of untyped -calculus. Even
if we do not consider these model in the sequel, we briePy recall the corresponding
de8nitions in order to emphasize the close parallels between continuous and stable
models. Stable models are de8ned in the next subsection.
Proposition 2.6. If (D;;⊥) is a Scott domain; then [D→D]; equipped with the
extensional order; is a Scott domain as well.
Denition 2.7. A Scott domain D is re8exive iL there are two continuous functions
Q : D→ [D→D] and [ : [D→D]→D such that Q ◦ [ = id[D→D].
Note that Q is onto and [ is 1–1. Any rePexive Scott domain de8nes a model of
untyped -calculus:
Proposition 2.8. Let (D; Q; [) be a re8exive Scott domain. Then D is a model of
untyped -calculus with the following de:nitions:
(i) The application • : D ×D→D is de:ned by u • v = Q(u)(v).
(ii) The interpretation ‖ · ‖ :  × ENV(D)→D is de:ned by induction on the
complexity of a -term:
• ‖x‖ := (x);
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• ‖(T)T′‖ := ‖T‖ • ‖T′‖;
• ‖x:T‖ := [(u → ‖T‖(x := u)):
2.3. dI-domains and stable functions
There is another setting that allows to construct rePexive partial orders and thus
models of untyped -calculus, namely the setting of dI-domains and stable functions
that was introduced by Berry [4].
Denition 2.9. Let (D;;⊥) be a Scott domain.
(i) Two elements u; v ∈ D are compatible iL there is a w ∈ D such that u  w and
v  w.
(ii) D is a dI-domain iL
• (Axiom I for “isolated element” 1 :) for all compact elements c∈D the set
{u∈D | u  c} is 8nite and
• (Axiom d for “distributivity”:) for all u ∈ D and for all compatible v; w ∈ D
u  (v unionsq w) = (u  v) unionsq (u  w):
We will encounter special kinds of dI-domains in the next subsection, the binary
qualitative domains introduced by Girard [6].
Denition 2.10. Let D = (D;;⊥) and D′ = (D′;′;⊥′) be two dI-domains.
(i) A function f : D→D′ is called stable iL it is continuous and if, for all compatible
u; v ∈ D,
f(u  v) = f(u) ′ f(v):
(ii) We will write [D→D′]s for the set of stable functions from D to D′. The partial
order on this set is the Berry order B de8ned by
f1 B f2 iL ∀u  v ∈ D : f1(u) = f1(v) ′ f2(u):
In the sequel, we will always consider the set [D→D′]s with the Berry order B.
Proposition 2.11. Let (D;;⊥) be a dI-domain and f : D→D a continuous func-
tion. f is stable i< ∀u ∈ D; ∀c  f(u); c compact; the set {v  u | c  f(v)} has
exactly one minimal element.
Note that in any dI-domain the set {v  u | cf(v)} has minimal elements for
all continuous functions since all those functions are increasing. Thus, a continuous
function is stable iL the minimal element of this set is unique.
1 Compact elements are called “isolated” in [4].
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As in the case of Scott domains, rePexive dI-domains may be used to construct
models of untyped -calculus: these are the so called stable models. Their de8nition
is as follows:
Proposition 2.12. If (D;;⊥) is a dI-domain then [D→D]s with the Berry order is
a dI-domain as well.
Denition 2.13. A dI-domain (D;;⊥) is re8exive iL there are two stable functions
 : D→ [D→D]s et [ : [D→D]s→D such that Q ◦ [= id[D→D]s .
As above, Q is onto and [ is 1–1. Each rePexive dI-domain gives rise to a model
of -calculus:
Proposition 2.14. Let (D; Q; [) be a re8exive dI-domain. Then D is a model of un-
typed -calculus with the following de:nitions:
(i) The application • : D×D→D is de:ned by u • v= Q(u)(v).
(ii) The interpretation ‖·‖ :×ENV(D)→D is de:ned by induction on the com-
plexity of a -term:
• ‖x‖ := (x);
• ‖(T)T′‖ := ‖T‖ • ‖T′‖;
• ‖x:T‖ := [(u → ‖T‖(x := u)).
2.4. Binary qualitative domains
A particular kind of dI-domains are binary qualitative domains [6]. These are the
models that we are mainly interested in this paper as they have a concrete de8nition that
allows for some simple manipulations. We consider these models in their representation
by antichains as given in [15].
Denition 2.15. (i) A coherence space is a pair (D;a‘) such that D is a non-empty
set and a‘ is a binary coherence relation (i.e. a rePexive and symmetric relation).
We will write    if  and  are incoherent in D.
(ii) If (D;a‘) is a coherence space, then (A;a‘′) is a coherence subspace of (D;a‘)
iL A⊆D and a‘′=a‘ A.
(iii) An antichain in a coherence space (D;a‘) is a set u⊆D such that ; ′ ∈ u;  a‘′
implies = ′.
(iv) Let (D;a‘) be a coherence space. The set A(D) is the set of the antichains of
(D;a‘). We will write A∗(D) for the set of 8nite antichains.
(v) Let (D;a‘) and (D′;a‘′) be two coherence spaces. A (partial) 1–1 mapping I :
dom(I)⊆D→D′ is a (partial) morphism of coherence spaces iL
∀1; 2 ∈ dom(I) : (1a‘2 ⇔ I(1)a‘′I(2)):
Such a morphism is total iL dom(I)=D.
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Notation. We denote by ;  the elements of D and by d; g the elements of A∗(D).
The elements of A(D) are denoted by u; v. Partial morphisms will be noted I; J and
total ones i; j.
Proposition 2.16. Let (D;a‘) be a coherence space. Then A(D); equipped with the
partial order of set inclusion; is a dI-domain.
The stable functions on this particular dI-domain allow for a representation that
is well suited for the construction of rePexive dI-domains. This representation is as
follows:
Denition 2.17. Let (D;a‘) be a coherence space and let f :A(D)→A(D) be a stable
function. The (stable) trace trs(f) of f is the set
trs(f) := {(d; ) ∈ A∗(D)× D |  ∈ f(d) and  =∈ f(d′) for all d′ $ d}:
Proposition 2.18. Let (D;a‘) be a coherence space.
(i) If f∈ [A(D)→A(D)]s then f is entirely determined by its stable trace. We have
f(u) = { ∈ D | ∃d⊆ u: (d; ) ∈ trs(f)}:
(ii) The application trs is an embedding of ([D→D]s;B) into (P (A∗(D)×D); ⊆);
i.e.
f B g i< trs(f)⊆ trs(g):
A proof of this proposition can be found in [15]. Note that trs is not onto, i.e. there
are elements of P (A∗(D)×D) that are not the trace of a stable function. However,
there is a very natural characterization of those subsets of A∗(D)×D that are such
traces (cf. Proposition 2.20).
Denition 2.19. Let (D;a‘) be a coherence space. The set A∗(D)×D is a coherence
space with the coherence relation
(d; )a‘(d
′; ′) iL d ∪ d′ ∈ A∗(D) and a‘′:
In the sequel, we will always consider A∗(D)×D as a coherence space with the
above coherence. This coherence will be denoted by the same symbol as the one on D.
Proposition 2.20. Let (D;a‘) be a coherence space and X ⊆A∗(D)×D. Then X is
the trace of a stable function from A(D) into A(D) i< X is a antichain in the
coherence space (A∗(D)×D;a‘).
Again, a proof of this proposition can be found in [15]. Together with Proposi-
tion 2.18, it allows us to identify the cpo [A(D)→A(D)]s with the cpo A(A∗(D)×D).
The order isomorphism between the two sets is given by the function trs.
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In particular, this leads to an easy way to transform a dI-domain of the shape A(D)
into a rePexive dI-domain:
Proposition 2.21. Let (D;a‘) be a coherence space and let i : A∗(D)×D→D be
a total morphism of coherence spaces. Then D=A(D) is a re8exive dI-domain by
means of the following functions:
Q : D → [D → D]s; Q(u)(v) := { ∈ D | ∃d⊆ v: i(d; ) ∈ u};
[ : [D → D]s → D; [(f) := {i(d; ) ∈ D | (d; ) ∈ trs(f)}:
Hence, constructing rePexive dI-domains comes down to constructing a suitable co-
herence space (D;a‘) as well as a total morphism i : A∗(D)×D→D.
Denition 2.22. Let (D;a‘); i and D=D(D;a‘ ; i) be as in Proposition 2.21. The model
of -calculus associated with D(D;a‘ ; i) is a binary qualitative domain. The set D is
called the web of D(D;a‘ ; i).
Thus, by applying the de8nitions of  and  we obtain for a binary qualitative
domain D(D;a‘ ; i) that
D(D;a‘ ;i) := 〈A(D); •; ‖·‖〉;
where • : A(D)×A(D)→A(D) is de8ned by
u • v := { ∈ D | ∃d⊆ v: i(d; ) ∈ u}
and ‖·‖ : ×ENV(A(D))→A(D) is de8ned inductively by
‖x‖ := (x);
‖(T)T′‖ := ‖T‖ • ‖T′‖ = { ∈ D | ∃d⊆‖T′‖: i(d; )∈‖T‖};
‖x:T‖ := {i(d; ) ∈ D |  ∈ ‖T‖(x:=d) and  =∈ ‖T‖(x:=d′) for all d′ $ d}:
(We write ‖T‖ instead of ‖·‖(T; ).)
As binary qualitative domains are entirely determined by a coherence space (D;a‘)
and a total morphism i we isolate these two notions in a separate de8nition:
Denition 2.23. A total coherence pair or a t.c.p. is a pair ((D;a‘); i) such that (D;a‘)
is a coherence space and i : A∗(D)×D→D is a total morphism of coherence spaces.
Note that D has to be in8nite for the morphism i to exist as A∗(D)×D has a
greater cardinality than D for all 8nite, non empty sets D.
Notation. For the sake of brevity, we will often refer to binary qualitative domains
simply as stable models. These will be the only stable models that we will consider
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in this paper. We will often write (D;a‘ ; i) instead of ((D;a‘); i) and (d→ ) instead
of i(d; ).
The following notions will allow us to control crucial properties of a given t.c.p.
and a fortiori of the associated stable model.
Denition 2.24. Let (D;a‘ ; i) be a t.c.p. and ; ′ ∈D.
(i) The set AT(D) of applicative atoms of (D;a‘ ; i) is de8ned by AT(D) :=D\
im(i).
(ii) We will say that  constructs ′, written  ′, iL ∃d∈A∗ ∃∈D such that
′=(d→ ) and ∈d∪{}.
(iii) 
∗
 ′ iL ∃¿1 ∃0; : : : ;  ∈D with = 0 · · ·  = ′ ( ∗ is the transitive
closure of  ).
(iv) A cycle of length  ∈N in (D; i) is a 8nite sequence ()06¡ ⊆D such that
(+1)mod    for all ¡ . We will say that each  belongs to the cycle
()06¡ . Let CYC(D) := {∈D |  ∗ }.
(v) An in:nite construction in (D; i) is an in8nite sequence ()∈N⊆D without
repetitions and such that +1  for all ∈N. We will say that each  has
an in:nite construction.
3. Partial coherence pairs and coherence completions
We will now introduce the notion of a partial coherence pair (p.c.p.) and the
notion of a coherence completion. The basic idea in this section is as follows: stable
models are entirely determined by t.c.p.s. However, even if those t.c.p.s are much
simpler than the model itself, they may still be fairly complicated. In order to reduce
this complexity even further, we consider partial versions of those t.c.p.s, namely, the
p.c.p.s. These will frequently be 8nite structures. Furthermore, we introduce a canonical
way to associate with a p.c.p. a certain t.c.p., the so-called coherence completion.
Together, these notions will allow us to construct stable models simply by de8ning
appropriate p.c.p.s. This is much easier than to de8ne the entire t.c.p. In Sections 4
and 5, we will give two examples of such model constructions.
Denition 3.1. A partial coherence pair or a p.c.p. is a pair ((A;a‘); I) such that
(A;a‘) is a coherence space and I : A∗(A)×A part.−→A is a partial morphism of coherence
spaces.
Notation. We will normally write (A;a‘ ; I) instead of ((A;a‘); I) in order to ease
reading.
We now de8ne a coherence completion for p.c.p.s. An analogous notion for graph
models was introduced by the author in [12]. In general, there are several possibilities
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to de8ne such a completion. We choose a canonical one, in as far as it does not add
cycles, applicative atoms or in8nite constructions.
The de8nitions given below are similar to those given for graph models in [12]. How-
ever, there is one diRculty in the current context that does not arise in the case of graph
models. We will have to construct a sequence (A)∈N satisfying A+1 =A ∪ (A∗(A)
×Av); thus, the de8nition of A+1 depends on the coherence relation of level . This
problem does not appear in the case of graph models since graph models are de8ned
on “plain” sets, i.e. sets without the extra structure of a coherence relation. In order
to satisfy the above equation, we have to construct simultaneously the web and the
coherence on the web. We proceed as follows: given a p.c.p. (A;a‘ ; I), we will 8rst
introduce a pair (A′; I ′) such that A⊆A′; I ⊆ I ′ and such that I ′ : A∗(A)×A→A′ is
a (total) 1–1 mapping. Clearly, this de8nition only uses the coherence relation a‘ on
A. In a second step, this pair (A′; I ′) is endowed with a convenient coherence rela-
tion a‘′ whose restriction to A is a‘ and that transforms I ′ into a (total) morphism
from A∗(A)×A in A′. After the de8nition of a‘′ it makes sense to speak of the set
A∗(A′)×A′ and of a partial morphism of A∗(A′)×A′ in A′. As a‘′ A=a‘, we have
A∗(A)×A⊆A∗(A′)×A′ and I ′ is indeed such a morphism.
The de8nition of the completion (cf. De8nition 3.6), consists in applying those two
processes alternatively.
Fix a p.c.p. P=(A;a‘ ; I). In the sequel, we will use the shorthand BP := (A∗(A)×
A)\dom(I).
Denition 3.2. (i) P is completable iL BP ∩A= ∅.
(ii) If P is completable, we de8ne (A′; I ′) by
A′ := A ∪ BP;
I ′ := I ∪ idBP :
Note that dom(I ′)=A∗(A)×A and in particular dom(I ′) % dom(I). Thus, we
increase the domain of the partial 1–1 mapping I when passing from (A; I) to (A′; I ′).
Lemma 3.3. If P=(A;a‘ ; I) is completable and if (A′; I ′) is de:ned as above; then
A⊆A′; I ⊆ I ′ and I ′ : A∗(A)×A→A′ is a (total) 1–1 mapping.
Proof. We just need to see that I ′ is a 1–1 mapping. Let (a; ) and (b; ) be such that
I ′(a; )= I ′(b; ). Then we have either (a; )∈ dom(I) and (b; )∈ dom(I) or (a; )
and (b; ) are both elements of BP . It is impossible (a; )∈ dom(I) and (b; )∈BP
since this implies that
I ′(a; ) = I(a; ) ∈ A and I ′(b; ) = id(b; ) ∈ BP:
But in this case I ′(a; ) 	= I ′(b; ) since P is completable, contradicting the choice of
(a; ) and (b; ).
In both cases, we obtain (a; )= (b; ) by injectivity of I resp. of id.
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In a second step, we now de8ne a convenient coherence relation on A′.
Lemma 3.4. If P is completable and if (A′; I ′) is de:ned as above, then there exists
a coherence relation a‘′ on A′ such that
• a‘′ A=a‘ and
• (A′;a‘′; I ′) is a p.c.p.
Proof. As dom(I ′)=A∗(A)×A, we have a coherence on dom(I ′), namely the one
generated by a‘ in the sense of De8nition 2.19. In order to transform I ′ into a mor-
phism, it is suRcient to transfer the coherence relation of A∗(A)×A onto A′. Let
′a‘
′′ iL
{
′ = I ′(a; ); ′ = I ′(b; ) and (a; )a‘(b; );
′ ∈ A; ′ ∈ A and ′a‘′:
In order to see that a‘′ A=a‘ we have to show that the 8rst clause generates on A
the same coherences as the second. First, note that ′= I ′(a; )∈A and ′= I ′(b; )∈A
implies that ′ ∈ im(I) and ′ ∈ im(I). In fact, im(I ′)= im(I)∪BP; we conclude
im(I ′) ∩ A = [im(I) ∩ A] ∪ [BP ∩ A] = im(I)
since P is completable.
If ′ ∈ im(I) and ′ ∈ im(I), then (a; ) a‘(b; ) iL ′a‘′ because I ⊆ I ′ is a mor-
phism of dom(I) in A. It follows that a‘′ A=a‘.
In order to show that (A′;a‘′; I ′) is a p.c.p., we need to see that I ′ is a partial
morphism of A∗(A′)×A′ in A′. We have dom(I ′)⊆A∗(A′)×A′ since a‘′ A=a‘.
Furthermore, I ′ preserves the coherence by de8nition of a‘′ and once again because
of a‘′ A=a‘.
Denition 3.5. We denote the p.c.p. (A′;a‘′; I ′) de8ned above by PC(P).
Denition 3.6. Let P=(A;a‘ ; I) be a p.c.p. such that A does not contain any pairs.
Then the coherence completion of P is the following total coherence pair (DP;a‘P; iP):
(A0;a‘0; I0) := (A;a‘ ; I);
(A+1;a‘+1; I+1) := PC(A;a‘; I);
DP :=
⋃
∈N
A a‘P :=
⋃
∈N
a‘ iP :=
⋃
∈N
I:
This is well de8ned because all the p.c.p.s (A;a‘; I) are completable which implies
by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 that (A+1;a‘+1; I+1) is still a p.c.p. In fact, we have for all
∈N that A⊆A0 ∪ dom(I) and thus, with BP := (A∗(A)×A)\dom(I),
BP ∩ A⊆BP ∩ [A0 ∪ dom(I)] = BP ∩ A0
(∗)
= ∅:
For (∗), note that A0 =A does not contain any pairs by hypothesis.
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Furthermore, the sequences (A;a‘)∈N and (I)∈N are increasing. It follows that
their unions are well de8ned. The application iP is total since DP is closed under the
process of building pairs (d; )∈A∗(DP)×DP\dom(I) (any such pair is already in
some A). It is a morphism because all the I’s are partial morphisms.
Notation. As above, we will write (d→ ) instead of iP(d; ).
Remark 3.7. The coherence completion is only de8ned for p.c.p.s (A;a‘ ; I) such that
A does not contain any pairs. However, we may always assume that A satis8es this
property: it is suRcient to replace any pair in A by some non-pair and to de8ne I
and a‘ accordingly on the modi8ed A. Thus, we will not verify this hypothesis for the
applications of the notion of the coherence completion given below.
Note that we have a rank on the elements of the completion of a p.c.p. (A;a‘ ; I):
rk()= 0 iL ∈A and rk()=  + 1 iL ∈A+1\A. Also note that the coherence
completion of a t.c.p. is the t.c.p. itself.
A similar model construction has been considered in the literature in some special
cases before. It is given in [15] for the p.c.p. that generates the stable analogue of
Scott’s model D∞. In [9], the authors de8ne the stable analogue of Scott’s models and
of Park’s model [17].
Given a p.c.p. P=(A;a‘ ; I), we may restrict the notions of De8nition 2.24 to P by
replacing in De8nition 2.24 each occurrence of D by A and each occurrence of i by
I . The restricted notions will be denoted by an exponent P in the following, i.e. we
will write ATP(A) to denote the set of applicative atoms of P, etc.
Lemma 3.8. Let P=(A;a‘ ; I) be a p.c.p. and DP its coherence completion. Then
ATP(A)=AT(D) and CYCP(A)=CYC(D).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the de8nition of a coherence completion.
4. A simple stable model distinguishing Y and 
In this section, we give the construction of a stable model that distinguishes the 8x
point combinators Y and . Note that these two terms are syntactically very similar as
they have the same BNohm trees; in fact, they are equated in the classical (continuous)
models of untyped -calculus, i.e. in the Plotkin–Scott model P (!) [18, 22, 23] and
in Scott’s D∞. They are also equated in Park’s model by a result of [10, theorem 3].
Thus, we need to construct a diLerent model in order to distinguish Y and .
The emphasis in this section is not as much on the particular model constructed
but rather on the method of construction as introduced in the previous section. The
construction given below applies to graph models, as well, by means of the technique
described in [12].
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Notation. Let D=D(D;a‘ ; i) be a stable model. We adopt the following conventions
for describing interpretations of -terms in D:
• All 8nite sets in this section are supposed to be of minimal cardinality with respect
to the condition they satisfy. This rePects the minimality condition that has to be
imposed on 8nite sets appearing in the stable interpretation of -terms.
• If A; B⊆D, we will often write (A)B instead of A • B. This emphasizes the similar
structure of -terms and their interpretations in a model.
• An expression of the form ‖x:(A)(x)x‖ for some A⊆D is an abbreviation for
‖x:(y)(x)x‖(y := A).
Recall that Y :≡ f:(x:(f)(x)x)x:(f)(x)x and  :≡ (A)A with A :≡ xy:(y)
((x)x)y.
Lemma 4.1. Let D=D(D;a‘ ; i) be a stable model and let ∈D be arbitrary.
(i) {{}→ }→ ∈‖Y‖ i< there exists d⊆G := {d→  ∈D | ∈ (d)d} such that
d→ ∈d.
(ii) {{}→ }→ ∈‖‖ i< there exists a⊆‖A‖ such that a→{{}→ }→ ∈ a.
Proof. We only show (i), (ii) being analogous. We have
‖x:({{} → })(x)x‖ = {d→  |  ∈ ({{} → })(d)d} = G
and hence
{{} → } →  ∈ ‖Y‖ = {d→  |  ∈ ‖x:(d)(x)x‖‖x:(d)(x)x‖}
iL  ∈ ‖x:({{} → })(x)x‖‖x:({{} → })(x)x‖
iL  ∈ G • G:
If there is a d⊆G such that d→ ∈d, then ∈G •G and we have {{}→ }→ ∈
‖Y‖. In the other direction, if {{}→ }→ ∈‖Y‖, then
H := {d⊆G | (d→ ) ∈ G} 	= ∅:
Let d0 be an element of H of minimal cardinality. Then d0→ ∈G and ∈ (d0)d0
by de8nition of G. It follows that there is a d1⊆d0 such that d1→ ∈d0. But d1 ∈H
since d0⊆G. By minimality of d0 we obtain d1 =d0 and hence the
result.
In order to construct the model distinguishing Y and , we consider the set A :=
{; } (with  	= ) and the partial 1–1 mapping I : A∗ ×A→A de8ned by I({}; )
= . We endow the pair (A; I) with the coherence relation equality. Let (D;a‘ ; i) be
the coherence completion of (A;a‘ ; I) and D the corresponding stable model. By con-
struction we have ∈AT(D).
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Lemma 4.2. D  Y 	= .
Proof. In (D;a‘ ; i), we have {}→ =  and thus ∈G= {d→  | ∈ (d)d}. By
Lemma 4.1(i), we obtain {{}→ }→ ∈‖Y‖. However, there is no cycle of the
form a→{{}→ }→ ∈ a in (D;a‘ ; i). To see this, it is suRcient to show that there
is no such cycle in (A;a‘ ; I) by Lemma 3.8. In fact, as ∈AT(D)=AT(A), we
may not decompose the  in the cycle {}→ =  into an arrow. Hence, there is no
cycle of the form a→{{}→ }→ ∈ a in A. It follows {{}→ }→  =∈‖‖ and
thus D Y 	= .
Remark 4.3. (i) It is essential that  	= : if = , then we have in (D; i) the cycle
{}→ =  which can be written as {}→{{}→ }→ = . This cycle is of the
shape given in Lemma 4.1(i) and in particular {{}→ }→ ∈‖‖. Thus, it is no
longer possible to conclude D Y 	= . In fact, recall that the cycle {}→ =  is the
one corresponding to Park’s model. By a result of [11], we even have ‖Y‖= ‖‖ in
this model.
(ii) The models constructed here are not sensible: it is not diRcult to show that
 is an element of the interpretation of ≡ (x:(x)x)x:(x)x but it is not an element
of the interpretation of 3≡ (x:(x)xx)x:(x)xx. In order to obtain a sensible model
which distinguishes Y and , it is necessary to modify the construction slightly (cf.
Remark 5.22).
5. 2ℵ0 stable models with distinct, sensible theories
Using the notions of Section 3, we will now construct 2ℵ0 stable models with (pair-
wise) distinct, sensible theories. In [12], the author gave a construction of 2ℵ0 graph
models; the theories of those models were distinguished by means of unsolvable terms.
In this paper, we use solvable terms to diLerentiate the models; this enables us to
construct sensible models, i.e. models that equate all unsolvable terms. It is easy to see
that the construction given below applies also to graph models, as a simple application
of the results given in [12].
In the 8rst subsection, we examine the interpretations of two (solvable) terms V and
V′, obtained by applying, respectively, the 8x point combinators Y and  to a certain
-term F. Then we construct models DE, for any E⊆N, such that DE |=V=V′ iL
 =∈E. Thus, the models have (pairwise) distinct theories. In the last subsection, we
show that the models DE are sensible. The proof uses some results of [5, 13].
The model construction below constitutes a semantic proof of a syntactic result of
[2] concerning the existence of 2ℵ0 sensible -theories.
Notation. We adopt the same conventions as in the preceeding sections for describing
the interpretations of -terms.
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5.1. The terms V and V′ and their interpretations
Fix a stable model D and a ∈N. We are interested in solutions in 0 of the 8x
point equation
V = (F)V with F :≡ xy1 : : : yz:(z)x: (1)
All the solutions of (1) are solvable terms because (F)V→ y1 : : : yz:(z)V. We
will use the two particular solutions
V :≡ (Y)F and V′ :≡ ()F;
where Y :≡ y:(x:(y)(x)x)x:(y)(x)x is the 8xed-point combinator of Curry and  :≡
(A)A (with A :≡ xy:(y)((x)x)y) is the 8x point combinator of Turing.
Lemma 5.1. If V = ‖V‖ or V = ‖V′‖; then V = { Oe→ g→  | ∈ (g)V; Oe∈ (D∗)}.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of V= y1 : : : yz:(z)V.
In particular, the fact that Oe→ g→  is an element of V does not depend on the
sets Oe. We use this property to show that the interpretations of V and V′ are entirely
determined by two types of elements, the base elements and the re8exive elements.
Denition 5.2. Let = Oe→ g→ ∈D with Oe∈ (D∗) arbitrary.
(i)  is a base element iL ∅→ ∈ g. We denote the set of base elements by BA.
(ii) *y  iL  is not a base element and there exists a d→ ∈ g with *∈d.
(iii)
∗y is the transitive closure of y.
(iv)  is a re8exive element iL 
∗y . We denote the set of rePexive elements by
RE.
The simplest rePexive elements are of the form =(∅→{{}→ }→ ). For those
elements we have  y . In the models DE constructed below, the only rePexive
elements will be of the shape =(∅→{{}→ ; }→ ), for some applicative atom .
By Lemma 5.1, the base elements form a kind of “minimal content” of all solutions
of (1) in all models. The interest of rePexive elements stems from the fact that they
do not always exist in a model. If they do exist, they will allow us to distinguish the
interpretations of the diLerent solutions of (1).
Lemma 5.3. If D is a model without in:nite constructions; 2 then
D |= V = V′ i< RE ∩ ‖V‖ = RE ∩ ‖V′‖:
Proof. (⇒) is clear. In the other direction, suppose D |= V 	= V′ and let, say,
0 ∈‖V‖\‖V′‖. We construct a rePexive element that is in ‖V‖ but not in ‖V′‖.
2 Cf. De8nition 2.24.
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If 0 ∈‖V‖, then 0 = Oe→ g→  and there exists an element d→ ∈ g with d⊆
‖V‖. If d⊆‖V′‖, then 0 ∈‖V′‖, which contradicts the choice of 0. Hence, d *
‖V′‖ and we may choose a 1 ∈d; 1 =∈ ‖V′‖. Note that 1 y 0. By repeating this
argument, we may construct inductively a sequence ()∈N⊆‖V‖\‖V′‖ such that
+1 y  for all . Now note that +1 y  implies +1
∗
 ; hence this sequence
is decreasing with respect to
∗
 . As D does not contain in8nite constructions, there
exists ¡′ such that  = ′ . It follows that 
∗y .
We now isolate a condition that will allow us to distinguish ‖V‖ and ‖V′‖. The
crucial point is as follows: when examining the conditions that guarantee the existence
of a rePexive element in ‖V‖ or ‖V′‖, it appears that there has to be certain cycles
“around” the rePexive element (cf. Lemma 5.4). These cycles depend on each speci8c
solution of (1); they will allow us to distinguish the two solutions ‖V‖ and ‖V′‖.
Note that the base elements do not need such cycles in order to be elements of the
respective interpretations.
The interpretations of V and V′ in a model are given by
G := ‖x:(F)(x)x‖ = {e → d1 → · · · → d → g→  |  ∈ (g)(e)e};
‖V‖ = G • G = {d1 → · · · → d → g→  | ∃e⊆G :  ∈ (g)(e)e};
‖F‖ = ‖xy1 : : : yz:(z)x‖ = {e → d1 → · · · → d → g→  |  ∈ (g)e};
‖A‖ = ‖xy:(y)((x)x)y‖ = {a→ b→  |  ∈ (b)((a)a)b};
‖V′‖= ((‖A‖)‖A‖)‖F‖ = { | ∃a⊆‖A‖∃b⊆‖F‖:  ∈ (b)((a)a)b};
= { | ∃a⊆‖A‖ ∃b⊆‖F‖ ∃e⊆((a)a)b: e →  ∈ b}:
Lemma 5.4. If =(∅→{{}→ ; }→ );  an applicative atom; then:
(i) ∈‖V‖ i< there exists e⊆G such that e→ ∈ e.
(ii) ∈‖V′‖ i< there exists a⊆‖A‖ and b⊆‖F‖ such that a→ b→ ∈ a.
Proof. For (i), note that ∈‖V‖=G •G iL there exists e⊆G such that e→ ∈G.
It follows that (⇐) is true. As to (⇒), if ∈‖V‖, then
H := {e⊆G | (e → ) ∈ G} 	= ∅:
Let e0 be an element of H of minimal cardinality. We have
(e0 → ) = (e0 → ∅ → {{} → ; } → ) ∈ G:
By de8nition of G we conclude ∈ ({{}→ ; })(e0)e0 and in particular ∈ (e0)e0
since ∈AT(D). For this reason, there is a e1⊆ e0 such that (e1→ )∈ e0. By min-
imality of e0, we obtain e1 = e0 and thus the cycle we are looking for. (Note that
e1 ∈H since e0⊆G.)
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(ii) is analogous: we have ∈‖V′‖=((‖A‖)‖A‖)‖F‖ iL there exists a⊆‖A‖ and
b⊆‖F‖ such that a→ b→ ∈‖A‖. In particular, (⇐) is true. In the other direction,
if ∈‖V′‖, then
H := {a⊆‖A‖ | ∃b⊆‖F‖ (a→ b→ ) ∈ ‖A‖} 	= ∅:
Let a0 be an element of minimal cardinality of H. Then (a0→ b→ )∈‖A‖ and thus
∈ (b)((a0)a0)b. It follows that there exists e⊆((a0)a0)b such that e→ = e→∅→
{{}→ ; }→ ∈ b. As b⊆‖F‖, we obtain ∈{{}→ ; }•e and in particular ∈ e
since ∈AT(D). Hence, ∈ ((a0)a0)b and there are a1⊆ a0 and b1⊆ b such that
a1→ b1→ ∈ a0. We conclude as above a0 = a1 and obtain thus the desired result.
5.2. The construction of the models
We proceed as follows: for E⊆N, we de8ne a model DE such that DE |= V 	= V′
iL ∈E. We choose the cycles a little more complicated than necessary in order to
eliminate critical sequences in the models (cf. De8nition 5.12). This will cause the
models to be sensible.
Let A be an in8nite set and let ∈A be arbitrary. We suppose that A\{} is
split into three in8nite and disjoint subsets B, C and D, i.e. A\{}=B ·∪C ·∪D.
Let ( )∈N; 06¡+2 be a enumeration without repetition of B and ()∈N and
( )∈N; 06¡+3 such enumerations of C and D. Fix E⊆N.
Notation. In the sequel, the elements 0 will play a more important role than the other
 ’s. For this reason, we will denote them by . Furthermore, the elements 0 will
simply be written .
We will de8ne our partial morphisms in the sequel in such a way that =(∅+1→
{∅→ }→ ). Thus, this element will be a base element and we will use it without
explicit mention. In order to obtain cycles of the form
 = (∅ → {({} → ); } → ) and  = ({; } → )
we consider the partial functions J and J ′ de8ned by
J := {(({0}; ); 1); (({1 ; }; ); 2); ((∅; 2); 3); : : : ; ((∅; +1 ); 0)};
J ′ := {((∅; ); 1); (({1}; ); 2); ((∅; 2); 3); : : : ; ((∅; +2 ); 0); (({; 0}; 0); )}:
Remark 5.5. (i) Clearly,  is a rePexive element.
(ii) In order to distinguish the terms V and V′, it would be suRcient to consider
the cycles
 = (∅ → {({} → )} → ) and  = ({} → )
as the reader may easily verify in the sequel. The fact to add the elements  and  will
allow us to show that there are no critical sequences in the models (Theorem 5.15).
In particular, the models will be sensible (cf. Corollary 5.20).
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Let 8nally for all E⊆N
IE :=
⋃
{J ∪ J ′ |  ∈ E}
This de8nes a partial 1–1 mapping of A∗×A in A for all E⊆N since we have chosen
the enumerations without repetitions and since B, C and D are disjoint.
In order to obtain stable models, we have to endow A with a coherence relation a‘ :
We have
dom(IE) = {({0}; ); ({1 ; }; ); (∅; 2); : : : ; (∅; +1 ) |  ∈ E}
∪{(∅; ); ({1}; ); (∅; 2); : : : ; (∅; +2 ); ({; 0}; 0) |  ∈ E}:
If the coherence on A satis8es {1 ; }∈A∗(A); {0 ; 1 ; }∈A∗(A) and {0 ; 1}∈
A∗(A) (which will be the case), then we will have in dom(IE):
(∅; ) a‘ ({0}; );
(∅; ) a‘ ({1}; );
(∅; ) a‘ ({1 ; }; );
({0}; ) a‘ ({1 ; }; );
({0}; ) a‘ ({1}; ):
Thus, let in A
1 = IE(∅; ) a‘ IE({0}; ) = 1 ;
1 = IE(∅; ) a‘ IE({1}; ) = 2 ;
1 = IE(∅; ) a‘ IE({1 ; }; ) = 2 :
1 = IE({0}; ) a‘ IE({1 ; }; ) = 2 ;
1v = IE({0}; ) a‘ IE({1}; ) = 2 ;
(2)
Let a‘ be the rePexive closure of conditions (2) (for all ∈E).
Lemma 5.6. (i) {1 ; }∈A∗(A); {0 ; 1 ; }∈A∗(A) and {0 ; 1}∈A∗(A).
(ii) {1 ; ; 1} =∈ A∗(A).
(iii) {; }∈A∗(A).
(iv) The 1–1 mapping IE is a partial morphism of A∗(A)× A in A.
Proof. Recall that we write    if  and  are incoherent. (i) and (ii) are imme-
diate consequences of the de8nition of a‘ : In order to see (iii), note that {1}→  
{1 ; }→  by (ii). Taking into account the de8nition of  and , this implies   .
As to (iv), we have dom(IE)⊆A∗(A)× A by (iii). The fact that IE is a morphism
follows from (i) and (ii) by inspecting dom(IE) pointwise. Note in particular that
({1 ; }; )  ({1}; ) by (ii) and that IE({1 ; }; )= 2  2 = IE({1}; ).
Let (D;a‘ ; iE) be the coherence completion of (A;a‘ ; IE) and let DE be the corre-
sponding stable model. This concludes our construction of the family of 2ℵ0 models.
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5.3. The models are non-equationally equivalent
Lemma 5.7. Let E⊆N be arbitrary and let ‖ · ‖ be the interpretation in DE.
(i) (D;a‘ ; iE) does not contain any in:nite constructions.
(ii)  is an applicative atom of (D;a‘ ; iE).
(iii) RE ∩ ‖V‖=
{
{} if  ∈ E;
∅ otherwise:
(iv) RE ∩ ‖V′‖= ∅ for all ∈N.
Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of the de8nition of (D;a‘ ; iE). (iii) is
satis8ed since ∈E implies that the elements  ful8l Lemma 5.4(i) with the cycles
=({; }→ ). (Note that we have {; }⊆G as necessary.) If  =∈ E, then
there are no such cycles in (A;a‘ ; IE) and a fortiori not in (D;a‘ ; iE) by Lemma 3.8.
Thus, RE ∩ ‖V‖= ∅. The same argument applies to (iv): in fact, (D;a‘ ; iE) does not
contain any cycles as in Lemma 5.4(ii).
Lemma 5.8. DE |= V=V′ i<  =∈ E.
Proof. If DE |= V=V′, then in particular RE ∩ ‖V‖=RE ∩ ‖V′‖ by 5:3. As there
are no rePexive elements in ‖V′‖, there is no such element in ‖V‖ either, i.e. RE ∩
‖V‖= ∅. We conclude that  =∈ E by 5:7(iii). In the other direction, if  =∈ E, we do
not have any rePexive element in ‖V‖ nor in ‖V′‖, i.e. RE∩‖V‖=RE∩‖V′‖= ∅.
By Lemma 5.3, ‖V‖ and ‖V′‖ are identical in DE.
Theorem 5.9. If E 	= E′; then DE is not equationally equivalent to DE′ .
Proof. Let ∈E\E′. Then DE |= V 	= V′ and DE′ |= V=V′ by Lemma 5.8.
Remark 5.10. Note that the models DE distinguish in particular the -terms Y and 
since (Y)F 	= ()F for a certain . However, their construction is clearly much more
involved than the construction given in Section 4.
5.4. The models are sensible
To the author’s knowledge, there are two methods in the literature for showing the
sensibility of a model. The 8rst one uses the Approximation Theorem of Wadsworth
and Hyland [11, 24, 25] and only applies to very particular models like P ! or D∞.
In fact, the proof of the Approximation Theorem uses some basic equations
(cf. [3, Propositions 18.1.14, 18.2.8 and 18.2.13]), that are false in arbitrary models.
In particular, they are not satis8ed in the models DE constructed above.
The second method is known as “Computability Technique”. A description of this
technique is beyond the scope of this paper and we refer the reader to [8, pp. 91–94] for
a detailed explanation. This technique does not apply either to the models DE because
of the particular shape of the cycles chosen during the construction of those models.
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For these reasons, we have to use a third method in order to show the sensibility of
the models DE. This method has been introduced by the author in [13] and a missing
result has recently been established by David [5]. It allows us to show the sensibility of
the models without requiring either the Approximation Theorem or the Computability
Technique.
We start by briePy recalling the basic de8nitions of [13]:
Denition 5.11. (i) V∈ is head closed if it is head normal and if its head variable
is bounded.
(ii) If y1 : : : y0:(y1)U1 : : :U2 is head closed, then 0 is the order of V and 1 the
head order of V.
Note that head closed terms may contain free variables.
Denition 5.12. A critical sequence in a t.c.p. (D;a‘ ; i)is a sequence ()∈N⊆D
such that
• ∀∈N:  =d1 → · · · →d →  and +1 ∈d! for a ! ∈{1; : : : ; }.
• For all ¿0, there is a head closed term V+1 such that d! ⊆‖V+1‖.
• If 1+1 is the head order of V+1, then 1+16+1 and d+11+1 is included in the
interpretation of a head closed term.
For the next two references, we need the (syntactic) notion of a decoration. As this
notion is quite involved and its details are not relevant in this context, we omit its
de8nition here; the interested reader is referred to [5] or [13].
Theorem 5.13 (David [5]). All unsolvable terms -reduce to a term T0 admitting a
decoration.
Theorem 5.14 (Kerth [13]). Let D=D(D;a‘ ; i) be a stable model and T0 an unsolvable
term of non-empty interpretation in D. If T0 admits a decoration; then there is a
critical sequence in (D;a‘ ; i).
Theorem 5.14 holds true for graph models as well.
If we wish to show the sensibility of the models DE we may now proceed as
follows: by the above results all unsolvable terms of non-empty interpretation give rise
to a critical sequence in (D;a‘ ; iE). Thus, in order to show that all unsolvable terms
have an empty interpretation in DE it is suRcient to show that there are no critical
sequences in (D;a‘ ; iE).
Theorem 5.15. For all E⊆N; the t.c.p.s (D;a‘ ; iE) do not contain critical sequences.
This is a consequence of the following three lemmas:
Lemma 5.16. In the t.c.p.s (D;a‘ ; iE); all in:nite and decreasing sequences (w.r.t.
∗
 )
contain  or .
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Proof. Recall that the rank rk() of an element ∈D is by de8nition the smallest
∈N such that ∈A; the sequence (A)∈N is the one de8ned in De8nition 3.6. In
particular, if +1
∗
 , then rk(+1)¡rk(). It follows that all in8nite and decreas-
ing sequences are 8nally included in A0 =A. By construction of IE, all in8nite and
decreasing sequences in A must contain, either some  , or some . (The elements of
the form  only allow for a 8nite number of successors of smaller rank.) However,
all sequences containing some  also contain the element (= 0) for the same 
since the only other elements participating in the construction of a  are applicative
atoms.
Lemma 5.17. (i) The element  is not in the interpretation of a head closed term.
(ii) If V a head closed term and if  ∈‖V‖, then the head order of V is + 2.
Proof. For (i), note that  is an applicative atom. As head closed terms are abstractions,
their interpretations may not contain such elements.
As to (ii), let V ≡ y1 : : : y0:(y1)U1 : : :U2 with free variables Oz. We have
‖V‖( Oz:= Op) = {e1 → · · · → e0 → * | * ∈ (e1)‖U1‖( Oy:= Oe; Oz:= Op) : : : ‖U2‖( Oy:= Oe; Oz:= Op)}:
If  ∈‖V‖( Oz := Op), then 06+2 since ∈AT(D). Furthermore, the e1 for = ∅+1→
{∅→ }→  must be the set {∅→ } because all other e’s are empty. Hence, the head
order of V is + 2.
Lemma 5.18. (i) If a decreasing sequence ()∈N contains ; then it is not critical.
(ii) If a decreasing sequence ()∈N contains ; then it is not critical either.
Proof. For (i), if there exists a ∈N such that  = =(∅→{{}→ ; }→ )
and if the sequence were critical, then the set d! must be {{}→ ; } since all
other d ’s are empty. However, by the preceding lemma this set is not included in the
interpretation of a head closed term.
For (ii), if the sequence contains
 = ({; } → ) = ({; } → ∅ → {{} → ; } → )
then the only possibility for d! is to choose d

! = {; }. In this case, the next
element of the critical sequence may not be = ∅+1→{∅→ }→  since this ele-
ment is entirely composed of applicative atoms. Thus, the next element of the criti-
cal sequence has to be . However, for this element it is impossible to satisfy the
third condition of De8nition 5.12: by Lemma 5.17(ii), any head closed term V sat-
isfying d! = {; }⊆‖V‖ has head order 1=  + 2. As we pursue with , the set
d+11 =d
+1
+2 = {{}→ ; } would have to be included in the interpretation of a head
closed term. By Lemma 5.17(i), this is impossible.
Theorem 5.19. For all T∈0; DE |= T= ∅ i< T is unsolvable.
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Proof. If T is solvable, then (T)U1 : : :U2 = I for certain terms U. As ‖I‖ 	= ∅
we also have ‖T‖ 	= ∅. The other direction is an immediate consequence of Lemmas
5:13–5:15.
Corollary 5.20. The models DE are sensible for all E⊆N.
Remark 5.21. Note that the cycles used during the construction of the models DE are
not very far away from cycles that render a model not sensible. For example, if we had
chosen the cycle = {}→  instead of = {; }→ , then  ∈‖‖ by a result
of [1]. (This result holds for stable models, as well.) It is not diRcult to show that there
would still be other unsolvable terms of empty interpretation in the model, e.g. the term
3 ≡ (x:(x)xx)x:(x)xx. Thus, the model would not be sensible anymore. The fact to
put the “redundant” element  into the set {; } avoids this problem: on the one
hand, this implies that {; }⊆G= ‖x:(F)(x)x‖, a property that is necessary for
the proof of Lemma 5.7(iii); on the other, we have {; }* ‖x:(x)x‖; this implies
in particular that  =∈ ‖‖.
Remark 5.22. The above notions also allow to construct a sensible model which dis-
tinguishes Y and . As above, it is suRcient to de8ne a model that does not contain
any critical sequences. To achieve this, simply start oL with a cycle of the shape
I({; }; )=  instead of the cycle I({}; )=  that was used in Section 4. This
new cycle still satis8es the condition of Lemma 4.1(i). Furthermore, it avoids creating
critical sequences in the model. The absence of critical sequences is due to the fact
that ∈AT(D). For this reason, it is impossible that {; } be included in the inter-
pretation of a head closed term (cf. the arguments given in the Lemmas 5.17(i) and
5.18(i)).
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